The design of panels improving both sound absorption and insulation performance overawide frequencyrange is ap roblem of considerable practical interest for transport and building industries. In this work, an analytical method for predicting both the absorption coefficient and the transmission loss of hybrid active/passive multilayered cells and the associated experimental investigation are presented. These cells combine passive and active control by using passive layers and an active plate. Passive layers consist of absorbing materials located on the reception side in order to increase absorption overawide frequencyrange. The active plate vibrates as asecondary source in order to reduce sound transmission at lowand/or at resonance frequencies. To validate the analytical approach, measurement methods in ducts based on the scattering-matrix description are applied to characterise three types of system: (i)-passive discontinuities such as multilayered sandwiches including porous layers (ii)-active discontinuities here the active plate playing the secondary source role, (iii)-hybrid cells equipped with active control system. Forthese three cases, the correspondence between theoretical simulations and experimental results is satisfactory.
Introduction
Over the years, it has been shown that passive panels exhibit al ack of sound insulation at lowf requencies, especially where structural resonances occur [1, 2] . Panels with only passive material require unacceptable quantities of absorbing materials to get high acoustic performances at lowa nd resonance frequencies. Active control techniques using piezoelectric actuators can complement passive solutions at lowa nd resonance frequencies while keeping as mall weight and thickness. Indeed, to improve acoustic absorption for aw ide frequencyr ange, cells combining passive properties of absorbing materials and active control have been developed by Galland and all [3, 4] . The principle wast herein based on the pressure cancellation realized behind porous material layer. The first major investigations on this hybrid concept were conducted by Guigou and Fuller [5] in order to reduce sound transmitted into an aircraft. In [6] , Batifol et al. presented afi nite-element model to predict insulation by Received3December 2010 , accepted 17 March 2011 hybrid cells including poroelastic layers and piezoelectric patches. Recently,C hang and all [7] presented at heoretical model for predicting the sound absorption for at hin micro-perforated plate attached with piezoelectric patch and electrical circuits. This paper presents analytical and experimental methods based on the scattering-matrix description for predicting and measuring acoustical performances of active/passive sandwiches and their active and passive elements. Hybrid cells tested in this work combine active and passive approaches by using an active plate and passive layers. Passive layers include absorbing materials located at the reception side to increase absorption overaw ide frequencyr ange. The active plate acts as a secondary source of an active control system in order to reduce the sound transmission at lowa nd resonance frequencies. It should be noted that hybrid cells tested here contain only one active control channel, the active feedback is optimized to minimize only the sound transmission. The absorption is passively assured at medium and high frequencies using porous layers. To optimize by active control both absorption and insulation at lowfrequencies, twoactive control channels would be necessary.
In the case of passive multilayered panels, the analytical absorption coefficient α and the transmission loss TL can be deduced using transfer-matrix approach for the sandwich [8, 9] . Ag lobal matrix is easily deduced from the elementary transfer matrices associated with each element or interface of the passive sandwich under consideration.
In the case of hybrid cells (including sources), the transfer-matrix formulation is not suitable to model the problem due to active elements (noise control sources)i n the hybrid sandwich. On the other hand, it has been shown by Abom [10, 11, 12, 13] that the scattering-matrix theory is better suited for predicting acoustical properties of both passive and active discontinuities in duct systems. This two-port matrix is used to predict and/or measure the performance of passive two-port discontinuities in ducts such as silencers or mufflers [11] as well as two-port sources [12] as for example: pumps, fans with one inlet and one outlet opening. Overall, the scattering-matrix formalism givest he best basic description of wave interaction problem (anechoic transmission and reflection on both sides of the discontinuity,symmetry...).
By analogy,t he active plate which acts as as econdary source in hybrid cells is modelled here as atwo-port source as described in section 2.2.
The simulation of the transmission loss and the absorption coefficient of hybrid cells in the case of active control is carried using the scattering-matrix formulation. In order to measure TL and α values of passive sandwiches in ducts, the majority of previous works use measurement methods such as the two-load method to determine the transfer-matrix [6, 13] or the measurement of transmission loss using anechoic terminations [14] . .. There are, however,some practical problems associated with these methods.
The two-load method has large errors sensitivity,especially,when element under test presents high transmission loss [13, 15] . The use of anechoic termination makes the measurement set-up large and quite expensive to build. In viewofthis, it seems appropriate that measurement methods for characterisation of passive and active two-port elements as well as the entire hybrid cells should be based on the scattering-matrix description.
In this work, characterisation inside ad uct of passive discontinuities such as passive sandwiches or porous layers is carried out using the twos ource-location method [12] . This method is superior to the two-load method and has smaller error sensitivity [13] . Also, am easurement method used to determine two-port source data in form of as ource strength vector and as cattering-matrix [12] is applied to characterize active and passive properties of the secondary source. Furthermore, unlikep assive sandwiches, the scattering-matrix of hybrid cells in the case of active control, is not independent on the duct measurement conditions described in section 3.
Consequently,a ll previous measurement methods to determine the acoustical two-port matrices (described in [13] )a re not valid when the two-port element under test is equipped with active control system. To overcome this difficulty,s ome suggestions are giveni ns ection 3.3 to adapt the twos ource-location method for measuring the scattering-matrix of hybrid cells for active control case.
In the first part of this paper,t he scattering-matrix formulation describing the acoustical behaviour of passive panels and active plates is recalled. An analytical method is presented to predict, in the case of active control, both absorption coefficient and transmission loss of hybrid sandwiches including porous layers, air layers, elastic thin plate and an active plate. In the second part, the description of measurement procedures based on the scattering-matrix formulation is givenf or three cases: (i) passive layers or sandwiches, (ii) active plate, (iii)hybrid cells. In the third part, experimental and analytical results are presented and discussed. The elementary layers of the hybrid cells under study (elastic thin plate, poroelastic layer,and the secondary source)a re considered first. Then, results of two different configurations of hybrid cells are discussed.
Theoretical basis and analytical simulation

Definition of the scattering matrix of passive systems
Consider apassive system (elastic plate or/and porous panels. ..)l ocated between the axial coordinates z 1 on the left side and z 2 on the right side as shown in Figure 1a . 
with
This matrix, which depends only on the panel and its boundary conditions, is independent of the upstream and the downstream acoustical conditions. The physical meaning of its 4coefficients is as follows:
• S 11 and S 21 represent anechoic reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively,a ssociated with the left side incoming wave.
• S 22 and S 12 represent anechoic reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively,associated with the right side incoming wave.
The anechoic absorption coefficient α and the transmission loss TL associated with the left side incoming wavesc an easily be deduced from scattering-matrix coefficients by
The acoustical behaviour of passive systems can also be described using the transfer-matrix [Tr] 2×2 or the mobility-matrix [Z] 2×2 descriptions [2, 8, 11] . The transfer-matrix method is usually used for modelling multilayered walls including passive layers without active elements [8, 9] . The scattering-matrix method is better suited for modelling two-port systems including active elements such as the active plate and/or hybrid cells presented in sections 2.2 and 2.3. Furthermore, the scattering matrix formalism uses the travelling wave amplitudes as state variables which have been shown to be more attractive than transfer or mobility matrices since it reflects the fundamental interaction wavesa llowing one to develop, for example, ag eneral proposal for analyzing acoustic two-port networks [10] . However, the difference between [Tr] 2×2 ,[ S] 2 × 2 and [Z] 2×2 resides only in howt he problem is depicted. So, when one type of these two-port matrices is known, the other matrix can be deduced from linear transformations [11, 15] .
Definition of the acoustical data of the secondary source
Consider av ibrating thin elastic plate drivenb yt wo piezoelectric patches glued on each side of that plate as shown in Figure 1b .T his active plate can be modelled as at wo-port source [10, 12] 
with 2 . 
Analytical simulation of acoustic absorption and insulation of hybrid cells
Hybrid sandwiches modelled in this work must be efficient in both absorption and acoustic insulation overawide frequencyrange. Ageneral combination to reach this goal is the sandwich giveni nF igure 1c. This combination consists of • As ystem (1) located on the reception side in order to improve passively absorption. This system (1) can include absorbing elements such as poroelastic layers coupled with air cavities, and/or with microperforate plate. .. • Arear sandwich composed of the active plate, the system (2) which can be an air cavity or air/porous/air and athin plate located in the rear face. The active plate vibrates as asecondary source in order to reduce the pressure levelatthe error microphone position located at z 4 . The goal of this sandwich (active plate/system(2)/thin plate)i stoimprove by active control the global sound insulation of the entire cell. Calculations of absorption coefficient and transmission loss of this hybrid cell are deduced from equations (5)-(9) described below:
• The scattering-matrix [S S ] 2×2 of the system (1) located between axial coordinates z 1 and z 2 leads to relationships between {P
• The acoustical source data of the active plate in form of its scattering-matrix [S S ] 2×2 and its source radiated
givesthe following equations system:
• The scattering-matrix [S S ] 2×2 of the system (2) located between z 3 and z 4 leads to • In the case of anechoic upstream acoustic conditions (P
t he scattering-matrix [S
Pl
] 2×2 of the elastic thin plate located between z 4 and z 5 gives
• The used active plate is symmetrical with respect to its right and left sides since the twop iezoelectric patches glued on its twosides are identical (see Figure 2c ). Radiated pressures P S− and P S+ can therefore be related by the following relationship:
From equations (5)- (9),w ec an calculate P 4 (z 4 )a s well as the reflected and transmitted pressures P − 1 (z 1 )and P + 5 (z 5 )onthe reception and the transmission side, respectively: ] 2×2 associated respectively,tothe systems (1),(2),the elastic thin plate and the active plate. The radiated pressure allowing the cancellation of the sound pressure level P 4 (z 4 )a tt he error sensor position is deduced from equation (10), We can introduce in equation (13) af actor χ to describe the active control intensity as
χ = 1means that the pressure at z 4 is equal to zero (active control fully working); χ = 0m eans that there is only passive control, active control being off.I ff or example χ = 0.8, active control reduces 80% of the sound pressure levelatthe control point. Reflection and transmission coefficients at z 1 and z 5 ,respectively,are determined from (11), (12) and (14):
Absorption coefficient α(χ)a nd transmission loss TL(χ) of the hybrid cells presented in Figure 1c can finally be deduced from equations (2), (15), (3) and (16) . Twoh ybrid combinations (A) and (B) are tested in this paper (Figures 2a and 2b ). Fort he cell (A),t he system (1) consists of aporous layer coupled with air cavity (porous/air), while the system (2) is air/porous/air.T heir associated transfer-matrices are equal to:
For(B),the system (1) is porous/air/porous/air,while the system (2) is asimple air cavity,so
[Tr air (1, 2, 3) ] 2×2 is the transfer-matrix of air layers in the case of ap lane wave excitation [2] . [Tr por (1, 2, 3) ] 2×2 is the transfer-matrix of the used poroelastic layers analytically calculated by Biot-Allard model [2] .
] 2×2 is deduced from its impedance adjusted in order to account the first flexural mode [16] . Due to the geometry of the active plate (Figure 2c) , its transfer-matrix [Tr S ] 2×2 is deduced by the same way considering equivalent parameters (thickness, mass density and Yo ung'sm odulus)d etermined by adjusting analytical curves to experimental ones. Of course, those analytical matrices do not correspond exactly to practical conditions, but, theyc an be used for testing the hybrid cells simulation approach presented here. Indeed, the cells elements have small lateral dimensions (a = b = 6.6cm) and are coupled only with air layers. Therefore, effects of some parameters such as higher vibration modes of elastic thin plates and finite lateral dimensions of porous layers are neglected. Alternatively,w hen analytic calculations are too complicated (complexesboundary conditions, active plate with several piezoelectric patches. ..), all those matrices can be deduced by numerical [17, 18, 19] and/or experimental methods presented belowinsection 3and then introduced in the numerical implementation of the analytical theory described above.
Measurement methods
The characterization of passive sandwiches, the active plate and hybrid cells is based on the measurement of the scattering-matrix [S] 2×2 .Experiments were carried out by ar ectangular duct including segments made with 0.5 cm thick steel walls which have 6.6 cm internal width and length. Figure 3a shows the following elements:
• Atest segment for fixing asample under test.
• Twoidentical sources (1) and (2) fixed on each ends of this duct.
• Twomeasurement sections to separate travelling waves P + and P − in both sides of the test segment. During all measurements, sources (1) and (2) were driven with aw hite noise signal in the frequencyb and [20-2000 Hz] . Forthose frequencies, the acoustic excitation inside the measurement duct is aplane wave with normal incidence. The determination of the scattering-matrix of passive,active and hybrid systems has been carried out using the twosource-location method [13] which is based on the measurement of positive and negative travelling waves P in both sides of the test segment for twodifferent acoustical duct conditions. These twodifferent conditions are obtained using the twosource-location method [13] . The first one wasobtained by switching on the source (1),while the source (2) wasswitched off leading to
The second condition waso btained by switching on the source (2),while the source (1) wasswitched off,
P ± 1 (z 4 )and P ± 2 (z 5 )depict pressure wavestravelling in the positive and negative zd irections in measurements sections 1a nd 2a tz 4 and z 5 ,r espectively.S uperscripts (I) and (II) indicate the twod i ff erent acoustic conditions of the measurement duct. Four microphones M i were used to separate P ± positive and negative travelling waveso n each side of the sample under test. The two-microphone method is known to give poor results when the wavelength λ is closed to twice the distance between the microphones [20] . An overdetermination technique [15] using an umber of equations higher than the number of unknowns allows avoiding this problem. P termined as 
are the pressure vectors on the twosides. P (z i )isthe acoustic pressure at z 1 deduced from the transfer function H M i ,X between the microphone signal M i and the reference signal X.The calibration of microphones has been carried out using the transfer function method [21] avoiding the use of calibration sources.
Characterization of passive systems
When the element under test is passive or when the active control system is turned off,the scattering-matrix is independent on acoustical conditions inside the measurement duct, so
[S] 2×2 is determined from equations (21) and (22) as
[
2×2 are input and output wavesmatrices whose twoc olumns are associated to twom easurement duct conditions (I) and (II) described by equations (21) and (22),
The signal driving sources (1) or (2) is taken here as the reference signal. It should be noted that the determination of the matrix [S] 2×2 can also be carried out using the twosource method where the twomeasurement conditions (I) or (II) are obtained by switching on simultaneously the sources (1) and (2) .T ohaveaninvertible matrix [P in ] 2×2 , properties of one-port sources (1) and (2) associated to measurement condition (I) must be different from those associated to measurement condition (II).
The twos ource-location method used in this work has asmaller error sensitivity than the two-source or the twoload methods and enables to better avoid singular frequencies for solving equation (27) [13] .
Characterisation of the radiating plate
In order to determine the active plate performances, its scattering-matrix (1) and (2),
In this step, {P 
Characterisation of hybrid cells performances
Active control is realised using the filtered-X LMS algorithm [3, 4, 5, 6] . Unlikep assive sandwiches, the scattering-matrix of hybrid cells depends on upstream and downstream acoustical conditions inside the measurement duct when the active control is turned on. ). Consequently,a ll previous measurement methods [13] developed to determine acoustical two-port matrices are not valid in this case. In order to adapt the twos ource-location method to active control case, the scattering-matrix [S II ] 2×2 associated to the measurement condition (II) must be identical to [S I ] 2×2 associated to the measurement condition (I).T oget such condition (II),the sound leveland the phase of the source (2) must be adjusted so that the error microphone indicates a value e II equal to e I for both modulus and phase and for each frequency( see Figure 3a) . Note that e I and e II are the error microphone signals (before turning on the active control)a ssociated with measurement conditions (I) and (II) as described by equations (21) and (22) .Bythis way, the scattering-matrix of two-port hybrid systems can be deduced from equation (27) .The experimental absorption coefficient α and transmission loss TL in the case of active control are finally deduced from the measured matrix [S] 2×2 via equations (2) 
Presentation and analysis of results
Experimental curves are plotted versus frequencyu pt o 2000 Hz for an ormal incidence plane wave excitation. Physical properties and dimensions of elements composing the tested cells (porous layer,elastic plate, active plate) are listed in Table I . Poroelastic parameters of the porous material used by the analytical model [2] have been determined by the characterization techniques givenin [22] .
Results of elements composing the studied hybrid cells
Figures 4a and 4b represent experimental and analytical modulus of the scattering-matrix coefficients, S 11 , S 22 , S 12 and S 21 of as imply supported elastic thin plate used in the tested hybrid cells. The agreement between analytical and experimental curves is generally very good. Four comments have to be made: 1. Peaks and dips are noted on anechoic transmission {S 12 ,S 21 } and reflection {S 22 ,S 11 } coefficients. The first (at250 Hz)and secondary (at1100 Hz)peaks and dips are due to the resonance of the first and the second flexural modes of the plate, respectively. 
Peaks andd ips of experimental curves are slightly
shifted to lowf requencies with respect to analytical curves. This is due to experimental mounting conditions of the plate which is not perfectly simply supported. 3. The absence of the second mode (at1 100 Hz)o na nalytical curves is related to the used analytical model which takes into account only the first flexural mode. 4. Forfrequencies higher than 200 Hz, curves of anechoic reflection coefficients S 11 and S 22 associated to incoming wavesfrom the left and the right side, respectively are nearly super-imposed, verifying then the symmetry of the plate. Forlow frequencies below200 Hz, the symmetry is not verified (S 22 = S 11 ). This is due to poor performances at very lowfrequencies of the used external sources (1) and (2) (see Figure 12 ). Figure 4c shows experimental and analytical modulus of anechoic reflection coefficients {S 11 ,S 22 } for arectangular poroelastic layer (inserted in the experimental duct), Figure 4d shows the modulus of its anechoic transmission coefficients {S 12 ,S 21 }.The agreement between the calculated and measured coefficients is good. Asmall difference between coefficients S 11 and S 22 is howeverobserved for frequencies higher than 800 Hz showing that the porous layer is not totally symmetrical. This can be explained by asmall difference between both faces of the porous layer. Also, a' small dip' on experimental curves of {S 21 ,S 12 } and a'small peak' on curves of {S 11 ,S 22 } are clearly noticeable around 360 Hz. This is due to the resonance of the first flexural mode of the poroelastic rectangular layer.
As expected, resonances are not seen in analytical curves because calculation wascarried out with infinite lateral dimensions. Figure 2c . Curves of experimental scattering-matrix coefficients point out a symmetrical passive behaviour since S 22 = S 11 .Effects of the added mass due to the piezoelectric patches are obvious: the resonance magnitude (around 320 Hz)o ft he active plate flexural mode is less important than that of the simple plate without patches (Figures 4a and 4b) . (Figure 5c )verifying the symmetry of the active behaviour of the plate. Consequently,t he use of equation (9) to account the symmetry of the secondary source is validated.
Results of hybrid cells
In Figures 6a and 6b , the analytical and experimental curves of absorption coefficient and transmission loss TL of the sandwich (A) are compared without active control case. Mostly,t he agreement between theory and experiment is very good. Fort he frequencyr ange [500-2000 Hz], experiment and theory shows atisfactory performances of the sandwich (A) on both absorption and acoustic insulation (α>0 . 6, TL> 40 dB). Adiscrepancy between experiment and theory is howevern oted below 150 Hz. This difference is due to the lowlevel of pressures radiated by sources (1) and (2) at very lowf requencies (see Figure 12 ). This makes the determinant of the matrix [P in ] 2×2 (defined by equation 28)c losed to zero [13] and then increases error sensitivity of the method used to measure the scattering-matrix.
Figures 7a and 7b showexperimental results of TL and α of cell (A) with and without active control. Using active control, asignificant gain (more than 15 dB)has been obtained in transmission loss around resonances (between 350 and 500 Hz). Fort hose frequencies the experimental absorption coefficient α decreases when the active control is applied. This is due to the pressure P S− (z 4 )radiated by the active plate towards the reception side having here a negative effect in terms of absorption. Far-off resonances, the difference between passive and active control curves is insignificant.
To improve absorption without increasing thickness and mass, the sandwich (B) (Figure 2b )i ss elected from prediction results and then experimentally tested. Without active control (Figure 8 ),b oth theory and experiment show its higher absorbing performance than sandwich (A).I ndeed, for frequencies higher than 400 Hz, the coefficient is higher than 0.8 and for frequencies located between 250 and 400 Hz, α is between 0.5 and 0.8. In terms of acoustic insulation (Figure 8a ), the sandwich (B) is inferior to (A). In fact, in the case of cell (B),t he system (2) is as imple air cavity with asmall thickness (z 4 − z 3 = 1cm).So, the active plate mode resonance is quite farf rom the massspring-mass resonance of the system (active plate/ system (2) /elastic plate). Consequently,t he transmission loss of (B) is much reduced for al arger frequencyr ange located between twod ips (around 400 Hz and 550 Hz)c ompared with cell (A) (one dip).
In the case of active control (Figure 9 ),t here are two remarks:
• The active control is efficient only around the frequency resonance of the active plate located 400Hz. The second dip of the transmission loss located near of 550Hz has not been significantly reduced by active control. This is due to the lowlevel of the frequencyresponse P S+ (f ) of the used secondary source near of 550 Hz. We can conclude that as asecondary source of an active control system, the used active plate is efficient only around the frequencyresonance of its flexural modes.
• By using twop orous layers in the reception side, negative effects (ona bsorption)o fr adiated pressure P S− (z 4 )towards the reception side is negligible. Figure 10 depicts analytical α and TL of the sandwich (A) in the case of active control. Those analytical curves are deduced from equations (15) and (16) (z 4 )e ff ects when the active control is applied (χ = 0.75, 0.95). With active control, ag ain on TL (10dBf or and 40 dB for χ = 0.95)i s obtained in the whole studied frequencyrange. Nevertheless, experiment has shown that active control is efficient only near of the active plate mode frequency( around of 400Hz). This difference is of course normal since the active plate frequencyresponse is considered invariant in the prediction by taking the factor χ invariant versus the frequency. To account for the actual frequencyresponse, the factor χ used in equations (15) and (16) is replaced by χ (f )i ncluding the normalised radiated pressure P S+ (f ) as follows: Figure 11 represents transmission loss of sandwiches (A) and (B) simulated using the measured radiated pressure P S+ in equation (31) for χ = 0; 0.75. At once, the agreement between experiment (Figures 7a and 9a )a nd simulation (Figures 11a and 11b) i sn ow excellent. Forb oth sandwiches (A) and (B),t he transmission loss has been improvedbyactive control, butonly around the first resonance frequencyofthe active plate. To get ahigh acoustic insulation in the whole frequencyrange, the system (2) of the general configuration of hybrid cells presented in Figure 1c must be chosen so that the mass-spring-mass frequencyr esonance of the whole cell should be closed to the frequencyr esonance of the active plate. On the other hand, for thicknesses L lower than 10 cm, all combinations of hybrid cells presented in Figure 1c can not allow good absorption at very lowfrequencies (f<300 Hz). It is howeverp ossible to improve absorption performances for middle and high frequencies by using asystem (1) configuration in the reception side similar to the sandwich (B) one. To greatly improve the absorption coefficient and the transmission loss at very lowfrequencies while keeping a small thickness, twoactive control channels would be necessary.
Conclusion
Analytical and experimental methods based in the scattering-matrix formulation have been applied to model and to measure the transmission loss and the absorption coefficient of hybrid cells as well as acoustical performances of their active and passive elements. The studied hybrid cells use active control for reducing the sound transmission at lowand resonance frequencies and passive control for improving the sound absorption at medium and high frequencies. Ag ood agreement has been found between theory and experiment for twodifferent hybrid configurations and for their active and passive elements. This confirms the simulation approach efficiencyp resented in this work as well as agood precision of the used experimental methods. This work has shown that:
• The characterisation of the secondary source in form of av ector of radiated pressures and as cattering-matrix givesabest complete description of secondary sources properties allowing agood prediction or/and optimisation of hybrid cells acoustical performances.
• The use of an active plate vibrating as as econdary source through piezo-electric patches allows good active control performances, buto nly close to its resonance frequency. Around this frequency, as ignificant gain on transmission loss (higher than 15 dB)has been obtained by active control.
• An appropriate choice of the system (porous layers + air cavities)l ocated in the reception side allows good absorption performance for awide frequencyband between 200 and 2000 Hz. In spite of its simplicity,the proposed simulation approach is an efficient tool for modelling or optimizing multilayered hybrids cells. Indeed, when cells elements cannot be modelled by analytical methods (ex: complexelement geometries, boundary conditions,. ..), numerical or experimental data in form of scattering-coefficients or radiatedpressures can easily be incorporated in numerical implementations of the described formulations. This enables to easily model complexh ybrid cells configurations with a smaller computation time compared with numerical methods modelling the whole structure at the same time.
In future works, hybrid cells with twoa ctive control channels will be tested in order to increase simultaneously absorption and acoustic insulation at lowfrequencies. Effects of oblique incidence and diffuse field will also be investigated.
